
With the Latin expression “aquae patavinae”, 
the waters of Padua, we refer to an area rich 
of natural thermal waters, set at the feet of the 
Euganean Hills and not very far from Padua – 
city that was administratively in charge of this 
territory already in the Roman age, more than 
two thousand years ago. 
The Project Aquae Patavinae, which is working 
since 2005, is the result of the joint effort of the 
University of Padua, the Soprintendenza per i 
Beni Archeologici del Veneto and the township 
of Montegrotto Terme, and is financed by the 
Arcus S.p.A., the board of the Regione del 
Veneto, the Cariparo Foundation, and the MIUR. 
The aim of the Project is to create the Archa-
eological Park of the Euganean Thermae: the 
several archaeological sites emerged in the 
course of time will be individually enhanced 
when still visible, and conveniently indicated if 
vanished. Afterwards, these sites will all be put 
into relationship by the innovative Thermalism 
Museum, currently under planning and arrange-
ment in Villa Draghi, which will employ a series 
of pathways, services and cultural initiatives for 
the public fruition. 
To date, the activities have focused in Monte-
grotto Terme. The Info Point “Aquae Patavinae” 
can be found in the proximity of the Terme 
Euganee train station, where a small room is 
employed to briefly explain the most interesting 
places to visit in the territory nearby; these pla-
ces are indicated also in the information board 
situated along corso delle Terme, in piazza 
Mercato. Three different archaeological sites 
can currently be visited in the town: the first one 
between viale Stazione and via degli Scavi (4), 
the second one near the via Neroniana (6), and 
the third one underneath the Terme Neroniane 
Hotel (7). The sites that cannot be visited be-
cause vanished or recovered (1, 2, 3, 5), the site 
that is going to be arranged for visitors (8) and 
the project for the future Thermalism Museum 
(9) are illustrated by the information board put 
next to the correspondent place of interest. 
Visitors will be able to find further information, 

both historical and practical, 
as well as photographs, dra-
wings and virtual reconstruc-
tions, in our website

www.aquaepatavinae.it 

Archaeological site at Bortolone hill and villa at via S. 
Mauro, 1st century B.C. - 2nd century A.D.

At the end of the 18th century, a wide and imposing 
Roman building (1st century B.C. - probably 2nd 
century A.D.) - whose interpretation is still extensively 
discussed and substantially uncertain - was discovered 
in the area where today the Augustus Hotel stands. 
Towards south, the ruins of a luxurious villa with 

mosaic-paved rooms, built in the 1st century A.D. and attended until the 2nd - 
3rd century A.D., have been discovered in a private property in via San Mauro. 

Archaeological site at via Neroniana (3rd millennium B.C. - 
14th century A.D.) and Roman villa (1st - 2nd century A.D.)

The ruins of a luxurious villa, built at the beginning of the 
1st century A.D., and afterwards employed and reworked 
at least until the 3rd - 4th century A.D., are currently visible 
in the state-owned area adjacent to the Terme Neroniane 
Hotel. The most relevant residential part of the villa is 
protected by a permanent roofing that mirrors the original 
volumes. Moreover, the same zone has given us back 

traces of a pre-proto-historic frequentation (3rd - 1st millennium B.C.), any longer visible 
on the ground, and marks of a medieval settlement (5th - 14th century A.D.), in part still 
conserved. 

Roman baths underneath the Terme Neroniane 
Hotel, end of the 1st century B.C. - 2nd century A.D.

The ruins of a Roman baths (end of the 1st century 
B.C. - around 2nd century A.D.), formed by a wide 
room with apse, a section of the water circulation 
system, a colonnade and other complementary 
buildings, are still visible underneath the restaurant 
of the Terme Neroniane Hotel.  

‘Villa rusica’ at Turri, 
1st century B.C. - 2nd century A.D.

The ruins of a private country mansion (villa rustica), built 
in the second half of the 1st century B.C. and enlarged 
until the 2nd century A.D., have been discovered in the 
state-owned area between via Catajo and via Fallaci. It 
is possible to recognize residential settings, as well as 
structures dedicated to the processing and the storage 
of foodstuffs. 

Villa Draghi - Thermalism Museum 

On the eastern mountainside of Monte Alto, visitors 
will find Villa Draghi, rebuilt in the 19th century on the 
ruins of a 16th-century building. This Villa, recently 
restored, is soon going to became the prestigious 
housing of the Thermalism Museum. 
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Sacred place located between the hills of Castello 
and S. Pietro Montagnon, 7th - 3rd century B.C. 

Between the second half of the 7th and the 3rd 
century B.C., in the area where nowadays the 
Terme Preistoriche Hotel stands, there was a little 
lake fed by smoking water sources. On its banks, 
the devotees to a deity of thermal waters offered 
sacrifices and laid ex voto, such as real-sized 

or miniaturized pottery glasses and cups, as well as bronze statuettes 
representing horses, cavalrymen, warriors and bidders.

Thermal pool and other buildings at Lastra place, 1st 
century  B.C. - 1st century A.D.

In the area where nowadays the Hotels Vulcania and 
Bagno Romano stand, ancient marble slabs were 
found in the 18th century: from these discoveries 
derives the name of the surrounding zone, 
denominated “Lastra”. Later on, in the 19th century, 
two thermal pools with their ducts and some Roman 

structures with mosaic flooring (around 1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.) 
emerged in the same place.

Archaeological site at S. Pietro Montagnon hill, 
1st century B.C. - 2nd century A.D.

Three big buildings, probably built between the 1st century 
B.C and the 2nd century A.D., emerged in the area around 
San Pietro Montagnon hill; the most relevant one was 
discovered under the now existing Cathedral, a second 
one under the Lady Chapel nearby, while the so-called 
“Montagnone bath”, a circular thermal pool, was found 
halfway between the two. These buildings are all linked 

to water exploitation: as a matter of fact, several stretches of Roman aqueducts and 
lengths of pipes have been found all around the hill. 

Archaeological site at viale Stazione/via degli Scavi, 
1st century B.C. - 3rd century A.D.

The ruins of a wide Roman bath, built from the 
second half of the 1st century B.C. on, and afterwards 
enlarged and employed until the 3rd century A.D., 
are still visible in the state-owned area between viale 
Stazione and via degli Scavi. The identifiable buildings 
are: three big thermal pools equipped with water 

adduction and draining systems, a little theatre, an edifice with a central circular 
basin and side apses, and other complementary structures. 
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